Context for Expert Witnesses

Protect your witness. Exclude theirs.

Whether you’re looking to hire the best expert to testify on your behalf or building your case against opposing counsel, Context for Expert Witnesses is your go-to resource with access to 400,000+ expert witness profiles. And now, Context for Expert Witnesses offers search by area of expertise, so you can search from 9,000+ areas of expertise to find the expert most relevant to your case.

START YOUR EXPERT RESEARCH

Begin with a simple name search if you already know your expert. If you're looking to identify an expert, input the area of expertise. The Context search word wheel displays matching areas of expertise and suggested areas of expertise to consider from our extensive database.

FIND THE BEST EXPERT FOR YOUR CASE

State and city filters then allow you to narrow results to match your case jurisdiction. Browse areas of expertise to filter or expand results as you look for the precise expertise needed for your case.
KNOW WHY AN EXPERT WAS CHALLENGED

Select credible expert witnesses who have a history of standing up in court from more than 375,000+ testimonial reports. Once you’ve identified an expert, the exclusive technology behind Context delivers comprehensive expert witness information you won’t find anywhere else, including:

- Where your expert has testified, when they’ve been challenged and specific reasons why a judge excluded or admitted their testimony
- How often the expert’s testimony was excluded and why, such as methodology, relevance and more
- Jurisdictions and practice areas where your expert testifies and other must-knows, including all CVs Lexis Advance® has available
- Language and cases you need to prepare—language that can persuade your judge to admit your expert’s testimony or impeach your opposition’s expert
- Deep background, without additional searching—all available Lexis Advance documents from your subscription about your expert witness are compiled for you under the Related Materials tab

Sign in: LexisAdvance.com
Learn more: LexisNexis.com/Context
Contact your LexisNexis® representative for more information.